
CHAPTER VII: ECONOMIC AND EDUCATIONAL 

PROFILE OF THE WORKING CHILDREN 

Children are the gift of the god and also the blossoming flowers of the gardens. Hence, it 

is a responsibility of every members of society to save those flowers from each type of 

harmful effect. The socio-economic development of the nation depends on proper 

channeling, training and educating the energy, genius and mental faculty of every child. 

Politically, socially and economically a child is the seed of future development. It is the 

fact that economy and education are the two major parts of the society and these are 

closely related to every part of human life. The nature of growth of the economy and 

education is an important indicator of the development of a society. 

Economy is an essential part of the community life and it plays an important role in 

making of socio-cultural structure of a society (Vidyarthi and Rai, 1976: 93). The 

development of a nation mainly depends on its economic infrastructure without which we 

simply can't step forward for a moment too in our life. It is a well established fact that the 

low level of occupational status usually leads to poor level of education and basically the 

poor standard of education leads to the involvement of the people in the low paid 

economic sectors. In India, most of the poor families are bound to send their children to 

do work primarily for the sake of utter indigence. Child work is a hard truth, encouraged 

by socio-economic and historical coercion. It is the fact that poverty, illiteracy and 

population growth are the most important reasons for serious problem and that their 

redress is indispensable for eradicating child labour. The prevalence of child labour has 

been more or less in periods of time, through varied in its nature and dimension, 

depending on the existing socio-economic structure of society. Child labour is a socio

economic phenomenon. It is generally conceded that illiteracy, ignorance, low wages, 

unemployment, poor standard of living, stark poverty, deep social prejudices and 

appalling backwardness of the countryside are all, severally and collectively, the root 

causes of child labour. It has been officially necessitated that, "child labour is no longer a 
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medium of economic exploitation but it necessitated by economic necessity of the parents 

and in many cases that of the child himself' (Punecha, 2006: I and 33). 

While analysing child labour, one has taken into account the economic, social and 

cultural factors which affect the nature of child labour. The class position of parents, their 

educational background, cultural values, fertility level and family structure etc. affect the 

type of work children perform. The family which supply child labour may be having 

sizeable proportion of their population between the age of 6 and 14 years. This is in fact 

an age in which the children should be in the schools. Since the children are sent to work, 

it is expected that they are deprived of even the elementary education which may lead to 

low level of education of the households from where these children have been withdrawn. 

Even a large part of the population may not have any formal education (Sharma and 

Mittar, 1990: 11, 30 and 31). The literacy rate is comparatively poor in the areas where 

the rate of child labour is higher as the illiteracy and promotion of child labour practices 

is interrelated phenomenon. (Mittal, 1994: 45). It is the fact that illiterate parents usually 

do not think of the future as they are satisfied with their present. They have a firm belief 

in employing children and they are never worried about the future of their children. 

Education is an essential need of the child especially the kind of education that will help 

him to develop the knowledge, judgment, and social and moral values to play his proper 

role in society when he becomes an adult. Thus, in the fulfillment of this constitution no 

child should be allowed to work on street, or in other places of employment. The child 

should ideally be attending school to grow into a responsible adult (Mittal, 1994: 46). The 

happening of child work is historically and socially conditioned and its rise and growth 

are inherently bound with the varying tendency in production and reproduction of a 

specified social condition. It is the fact that the socio-economic backwardness is a major 

factor in the emergence and growth of child labour. However, the studied people came in 

Balasan River basin and involved themselves in stone based occupation in a particular 

situation. The studied people were mostly illegal migrants and they came from 

Bangladesh. Their prime economic resources, agricultural land, crops, other properties 

etc. were grabbed and looted by the Muslims in Bangladesh. Their socio-cultural life as 

well as basic human securities were continuously threatened by them and as a result, the 

overall situation became difficult for living and ultimately these several crisis forced 
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them to came here by leaving Bangladesh immediately as their survival was prime one. 

They came here money less, roof less, shelterless and resourceless in condition. Thus, it is 

expected that for survival most of the family members had to work hard as it was their 

prime challenge instead of others and it was also true for the children. Therefore, it is 

assumed that for survival the children might have to join in work like other family 

members and the overall situation might have an impact on their education. In this 

present chapter mainly the concentration has been given to highlight the economic and 

educational profile of working children in the studied area -

Economic Profile 

All of the families in the studied area were migrants. Basically due to some unavoidable 

circumstances they were furced to leave their own place, land, house and property. As a 

consequence, they became homeless, landless as well as resourceless and thus came here 

without having any valuable asset and accepted the stone based occupation as their prime 

source of income for eking out a living. The studied village is located on Balasan River 

Basin. The river comes down from Himalayas with natural resources like- sands, stones 

and boulders those were supplied to the outside markets mainly for urban construction 

that's why the stone based occupation was the backbone of economy in the studied area. 

It is to be mentioned that stones were supplied to the outside either directly or after 

crushing with requisite size. There was no age and gender biasness in this work and 

further there was no need of any monetary investment in this economic sector rather it 

was only dependent on manual labour. They came here primarily to get involved in stone 

based occupation. In spite of getting little remuneration, they could not leave this job as it 

was out of their capacity to invest in any other suitable business or occupation. Moreover, 

their poor educational standard kept separate from getting better occupational 

opportunity. Thus, seeing no other means they had to get involved in stone based 

occupation which was the only way of making their living. However, their way of 

livelihood as well as socio-cultural life got changed with the changes of economic 

scenario and living environment. 
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Among the studied families an important highlighting issue is that due to little earnings 

they could not lead healthy and a normal life and also could not meet to minimum 

necessary livelihood requirements. Due to this fact, they had an urgent need to get a 

monetary support and to meet the need they involved their children in stone based job. In 

this regard, most of the parents opined that it was the only way to get rid of extreme 

indigence a bit. Considering the fact that, almost all of the parents of working children 

were primarily involved in stone based work. 

Table 7.1: Occupational Status of Fathers and Mothers of Child Worker 

Type of Occupational status of fathers Occupational status of mothers 
involve Type of work Total Tvve of work Total 
ment Stone-based Non stone- Stone- Non 

work based work based work stone-
based 
work 

Primary 226 4 230 238 8 246 
98.26 1.74 100.00 96.75 3.25 100.00 

Secondar 4 2 6 2 1 3 
y 66.67 33.33 100.00 66.67 33.33 100.00 
Total 230 6 236 240 9 249 

97.46 2.54 100.00 96.39 3.61 100.00 

The data reveals that a major percentage of fathers (98.26%) and mothers (96.75%) of 

working children were primarily involved in stone based occupation (Table 7.1). It was 

also stated earlier that finding no other means, they had to get involved in stone based job 

and most of their children were forced to do this work. 

Case Study 1: Manabi Barman, a 12 years aged Rajbanshi girl was born in 1999 in 

Bangladesh. But later, in 2011 her family migrated at Purba Rangia village from 

Bangladesh and started to live permanently here. In earlier her father was a landless 

sharecropper. Poverty and political turmoil were the prime decisive factors for their 

migration. After migration from the stone based occupation was their only source of 

earnings. Later on, her father was died of heart attack in 2006 that resulted in utter 

economic instability in the family. After this incident, her mother and grandmother 

together were involved in stone based job and earned Rs. 1600/- per month. But their 
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income was not enough at all for living. Manabi had to get involved in this work when 

she was ten years old. She had a young brother who also helped them in the stone field. 

She did both stone collection and stone crushing activities. They could hardly earn Rs. 

2000/- per month and their four members' family was maintaining on this little earnings. 

She had to do work hard for the whole day and often she made herself injured with stone 

chips and iron implements. Manabi confessed that she was not so interested to do this 

work but she was helpless because she was forced by her mother to do this work. Her 

eyes filled with tears when she was telling the fuct. However, Manabi had to do this work 

against her will. 

Case Study 2: Sephali Barman was a 14 years unmarried girl, belonged to Rajbanshi 

Community. In her family she had her father, mother and an elder brother. They came 

here from Bangladesh about nine years ago i.e. in 2002 due to political unrest. After 

migration her parents started stone based work as their prime source of earnings. They 

could hardly earned Rs. 1400/- per month. But they could not afford to run their family 

on this little earnings. Therefore, both Sephali and her elder brother had to get involved in 

the stone based work. They did this job altogether. Sephali confessed, she and her brother 

both were provoked by their parents to get engaged in the said work because it was 

difficult for their parents to run the family on their little earnings. Therefore, the parents 

were in a crying need to augment their family income. She did both stone crushing and 

stone collection activities and could hardly earn Rs. 150/- per week and she provided her 

total earnings to the parents. Thus, altogether they earned Rs. 26001- per month. But 

Sephali was not satisfied with the earnings as compared to hard physical labour for all the 

day. She had been doing this work since she was only seven years old. Sephali opined 

that she had lot of experience of stone crushing occupation. 

Case Study 3: Manik Barman was a 10 years aged boy belonged to Rajbanshi 

community. They came here around ten years ago i.e. 2001 from Bangladesh. In his 

family he had his mother and elder sister. His father was died of physical illness nearly 

five years ago i.e. 2006. His father was the bread earner and stone crusher by profession. 

After his death the rest family members altogether shared the burden of economic 

responsibility by doing the work in stone field. The stone crushing occupation was the 
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only source for eking out a living. Their total family income was Rs. 1600i- per month. 

Manik was involved only in stone crushing activity. Pursuant to him it was very much 

hard and hazardous job but nonetheless he had to do it as his contribution to the fumily 

income was very essential. He started this job nearly three years ago when he was only 

seven years aged boy. He was not so interested to do this job. He opined if he gets any 

other better opportunity then shall leave this job. But who will offer him better job? A 

tear rolled down his face when he was telling "they are poor so they can't hope for 

something better and nobody will come forward to extend their helping hand". Manik 

worked hard for the whole day in inhuman working condition. He earned nearly Rs. 100/

per week and contributed to the fumily income by providing his total earnings. Due to 

heavy work load he could hardly manage the time to study at home, play games and also 

for other recreational purposes. He was encouraged to involve in this job by his mother. 

He spent most of the time in a day for work. 

Case Study 4: Babli Roy, 13 years old girl belonged to Rajbanshi community. In her 

family she had futher, mother, three younger sisters and a younger brother. They came 

here about five years ago i.e. in 2006 from Jalpaiguri. Earlier, her father was a rickshaw

van puller and often he used his rickshaw-van in order to hand over of the stolen timbers 

secretly under a log smuggler. One day, suddenly he was chased by police and feeling a 

tight comer, he left his van on the road to save himself. Ultimately, his timber loaded 

rickshaw-van was seized by the police and afterwards he did not take any initiative to 

release it from the police custody because he would know very well as it was a serious 

criminal offence. As a consequence, he became jobless and due to this fact he came here 

along with his rest fumily members. After migration they started a new way of living. 

Both of her parents earned their living as stone crusher but their earnings simply failed to 

ensure a minimum security for living. Under this circumstance, they thought that sending 

their children to work is the best option to improve their economic condition. Therefore, 

Babli was motivated by her parents to get involved in work at very early age. Except last 

· two youngest one, rest two children were also prompted by their parents to contribute to 

their family income by doing work in the stone field. Babli did both stone crushing and 

sand gathering works and earned nearly Rs. 100/- per week. She contributed to the family 

income by providing her total earnings. However, the total family income was nearly Rs. 
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2500/- per month. She was not satisfied with this job as pursuant to her it was very much 

labourious and hazardous. Nevertheless she had no other option but doing it because she 

had a fear of scolding or often beating up too by her parents. She burst into tears while 

telling about her pathetic state as the parents behaved like employers with her because 

she was often rebuked or even beaten up soundly by her parents if she raised her eyes 

from work for a moment too. 

Case Study 5: Soumen Singha was a 12 years old boy belonged to Rajbanshi 

community. He was born in Islampur of Uttar Dinajpur District in West Bengal. In his 

family he had father, mother and two brothers and a sister. Among them, the elder brother 

aged 15 years and rests were junior to him. They came here in the year 2000 due to 

familial problem and poverty. His father was earlier a rickshaw-van puller who was the 

bread earner of the family. Presently stone based work is the only way of making their 

living. Both his parents got involved in stone based economy to earn their living. But 

their little earnings could not feed them to the fill. Therefore, for the compulsion of 

hunger they forced their children to involve in this work. Except youngest one, the rest 

three children had to get involved in stone based work at very early stage of life in order 

to contribute to their family earnings. Soumen had been working for last six years. He did 

stone crushing activity and often had to help his parents in stone collection activity. He 

earned nearly Rs. 100/- per week and he contributed his total hard earnings to the parents. 

Their total family income was approximately Rs. 2800/- per month. Apart from this, he 

had to help his parents in domestic chores such as carrying water, cleaning house and 

utensils, shopping and so on. Often he went to market and brought what his parents 

needs. Soumen expressed that his father was a ruthless man who reproached him always 

and even sometimes beat him soundly if he was absent in work or raised his eyes from 

work for a moment also. He could play only when his father went to market but indeed it 

was a seldom happening factor. His mother usually scolded him if he did not help her in 

household chores. Their relationship was based upon economic performance. 

Case Study 6: Lalita Barman was a 12 years unmarried girl belonged to Rajbanshi 

community. She was born in Bangladesh. They migrated here in 2006 mainly due to 

oppression of neighbours and along with it, the financial matter was partly responsible 
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factor in tenns of migration. Lalita had three younger sisters and an elder brother. Earlier, 

her father was a day labour but after migration both her parents got involved in stone 

based occupation. But feed to the fill was simply out of their capacity. To get a financial 

support both the parents motivated their children to do this work but the youngest one. 

Lalita had been working for last three years. She mainly did both stone crushing and 

stone collection activities throughout the year. She earned Rs. 100/- per week. She 

contributed her earnings to the fumily. Lalita had to do this job against her will because 

her parents were quite satisfied with her earnings but they never loved her a bit too. In 

working field the parents behaved like employers with her because they scolded her and 

sometimes even beat her soundly when she raised her eyes from work. The relationship 

between Lalita and her parents was mostly based on economic performance. She was 

found crying her eyes out while describing such bitter experience. 

The children were supposed to do this work as their whole participations was a 

production unit and this was the common scenario observed among them. Basically they 

got involved in various stone based activities viz. stone collection and crushing, sand 

gathering and truck loading. Generally they were paid by the sardars once in a week 

especially on Tuesday and the payment was totally dependent on the amount of work 

whatever the quality of stones was a considerable matter. Tuesday was locally known as 

payment day. In the stone field, the noticeable matter was that, they worked in a group of 

4 to 5 members especially for truck loading. Each of them used to be paid Rs. 20/- toRs. 

25/- individually for loading each truck and they could load hardly four trucks in a day. 

But it was a seldom possible factor to the children as this type of activity was not fitted 

for the children due to lack of physical strength. Nevertheless some of the working 

children (6.89%) were involved in this activity {Table 5.12). The severe economic crisis 

in their fumilies created an urgent need to augment the family earnings. 
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Figure 7.1: Children participat ing in stone collection from the river with their parents 

Figure 7.2: A little girl crushing stones with her family 
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Figure 7.3: A little boy removing sand from the stones with h is parents 

Figure 7.4: Chi ldren partic ipating in load ing of truck 
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Table 7.2: Monthly Income of the Child Workers' Family 

Category Monthly income (in Rs.) of Child workers' family 
Up to 1001- 2001- 3001- 4001 and Total 
1000 2000 3000 4000 above 

Excluding the income 23 172 40 10 5 250 
of working children 9.20 68.80 16.00 4.00 2.00 100.00 
Including the income of 7 112 105 20 6 250 
working children 2.80 44.80 42.00 8.00 2.40 100.00 

The data regarding their actual fmancial situation reveals that the monthly income of a 

large section (around 90%) was very poor (up toRs. 3000/-) while nearly one-fifth of the 

families had more than that (Table 7 .2). Such low paid work was a priroe decisive factor 

for the involvement of children in work and in this regard, the presence of working 

children in every studied family gave such indication. Their precious contribution to the 

family earnings could improve in their family earnings. 

Table 7.3: Distribution of Family on the basis of Number of Child Worker 

No. of child worker per family 
One Two Three and above Total 
153 72 25 250 
61.20 28.80 10.00 100.00 

The data shows that majority of the studied families ( 61.20%) had the single working 

child while rest of the families had two or more working children. Each and every studied 

family faced the serious economic problem and due to this fact they had an urgent need to 

enhance their earnings. 

Table 7.4: Distribution of Child Workers on the basis of Monthly Income of the 
Family 

Category Monthly income (in Rs.) of Child workers' famil 
Up to 1001~ 2001- 3001- 4001 and Total 
1000 2000 3000 4000 above 

Including the 8 151 180 29 9 377 
income of working 2.12 40.05 47.75 7.69 2.39 100.0 
children 0 
Excluding the 32 269 57 13 6 377 
income of working 8.49 71.35 15.12 3.45 1.59 100.0 
children 0 
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A large number of the working children came from the poor families whose monthly 

income was very poor. The precarious fiscal state was a single decisive obstruction to 

meet the basic needs of the family and due to this fact the children had to contribute to 

their family earnings. In this way the level of income became improved a bit. 

Table 7.5: Child Workers' Contribution to the Family Income 

Sex Contribution to their family income 
Whole income Part income Total 

Male 184 2 186 
98.92 1.08 100.00 

Female 190 I 191 
99.48 0.52 100.00 

Total 374 3 377 
99.20 0.80 100.00 

The data reveals that except very few (0.80%) ali the working children contributed their 

whole earnings to the family (Table 7 .5). Indeed, the financial condition was quite 

improved due to precious contribution of working children to their family earnings. 

Table 7.6: Distribution of Child Workers by their Age oflnitiation at Work 

Sex Aee of initiation 
<5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Total 

Male 58 54 25 21 11 10 4 1 2 186 
31.18 29.03 13.44 11.29 5.91 5.38 2.15 0.54 1.08 100.00 

Female 70 48 39 16 8 4 2 3 1 191 
36.65 25.13 2o.42 8.38 4.19 2.09 1.05 1.57 0.52 100.00 

Total 128 102 64 37 19 14 6 4 3 377 
33.95 27.06 16.98 9.81 5.04 3.71 1.59 1.06 0.80 100.00 

The aforesaid table reveals that the working children and their age of initiation at work. 

The data manifests that around 78 per cent of working children in between 5 to 7 years 

age entered the stone based work (Table 7 .6). Basicaliy ali their hopes began to crumble 

away due to their busy working schedule for the whole day without any adequate rest as 

they showed their inclination to continue education, play games and watch television or 

cinema. A major section of working children were not so interested to continue such type 

of work because according to them its remuneration was very poor and had to apply hard 
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manual labour in hazardous working condition. A large number of them expressed their 

will to shift over another suitable job but it was next to impossible. 

Table 7.7: Distribution of Child Workers' Family on the basis ofMonthly Savings 

Child Monthly savings (in Ru~ ee) 
workers' :5200 201-400 401-600 601-800 No savings Total 
family 
No. of family 1 1 1 3 244 250 

0.40 0.40 0.40 1.20 97.60 100.00 

Table 7.8: Distribution of Child Workers on the basis of Monthly Savings of the 
F "I amuy 
Sex Monthly savings (in Rupee) 

:5200 201-400 401-600 601-800 No savin2s Total 
Male 1 1 1 2 181 186 

0.54 0.54 0.54 1.08 97.31 100.00 
Female - - I 2 188 191 

0.52 1.05 98.43 100.00 
Total 1 1 2 4 369 377 

0.27 0.27 0.53 1.06 97.88 100.00 

The data manifests that around 98 per cent of the studied families could not save their 

earnings and nearly the same percentage of working children were from these families 

(Table 7.7 and table 7.8). Due to serious economic crisis the saving was hardly possible 

for them and even it was simply out of their expectation. However, it was simply beyond 

their capacity to do it. 

There was a co-operative society named as 'Bandhanh at Matigara just adjacent to the 

studied area from where they took loan with certain terms and conditions. The minimum 

amount of loan was Rs. 1000/- and maximum was Rs. 10,000/-. Usually Rs. 100/- per 

thousand rupees had to be deposited at the time of taking loan and Rs. 25/- per thousand 

rupees had to be paid once in a week after borrowing of money. In this way it was 

continued up to 45 weeks. The members of the concerned co-operative society used to 

visit the village only on Wednesday for collection of payment as per the above mentioned 

terms and conditions. The co-operative society generally used to take Rs. 20/- per 

1 Bandhan: A co-operative society locally known as bandhan. 
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thousand rupees loan from the deposited money and the rest was used to be refunded to 

the borrower after paying off with in the limited time period. Mainly most of the fumilies 

had to take loan from 'Bandhan' for various purposes like house construction and 

repairing, marriage ceremony, treatment of ailments and diseases and so forth. Hence, 

according to terms and conditions they had to repay it once in a week which was 

continued for 45 weeks. They were deeply indebted and they never made themselves free 

from the net of debts. As a consequence, the various forms of disabilities and imbalance 

in family budget arose greatly which pushed them in a condition of near starvation. The 

little income prevented them at every moment in the fulfillment of basic needs like food, 

cloth, proper shelter, health and education for their children. Many children in the studied 

area were forced to get involved in stone based job at an early age rather than going to 

school. Nevertheless, most of fathers of the studied children spent some money daily 

especially for drinking and often for gambling and lottery too. They were going through a 

tough condition primarily due to the fuct of extreme pecuniary hardship which was the 

prime decisive contributing factor for the involvement of children in stone based work at 

the very beginning oflife. 

All the studied fumilies were migrated and mostly came from Bangladesh. They came in 

Balasan River basin in roofless, shelterless as well as resourceless situation. All their 

properties and agricultural land were looted and grabbed by the Muslim people of 

Bangladesh and due to these fucts they were forced to come in Balasan River basin for 

permanent settlement and earning. The Balasan River carries with its stream a huge 

amount of sand, stones and boulders and these are used for urban construction that have 

huge demand in this locality. It was the fact that to do the stone based work only physical 

labour was needed and due to this fact this stone based work was readily accepted by the 

studied families. They worked throughout the year paying no attention to scorching heat 

of summer and biting cold of winter. They did different kinds of stone based activities 

like stone collection, stone crushing, sand gathering, and truck loading. They worked 

hard throughout the day but they earned very little as compare to their work amount. 

Their average monthly income was Rs. 2000/-. Due to little earnings they could not 

manage their living. Therefore, they sent their children to work to augment their earnings. 

In the stone field the children mainly did both stone collection and stone crushing 
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activities but very few were involved in truck loading activity as it was very much hard 

labourious. They had to do the work in the stone field for an average seven hours in a 

day. On an average around four members in each family were involved in this work. 

Their remuneration was too little to meet the needs of living such as sufficient food, 

clothing, proper shelter and education. They always had to struggle against poverty. They 

worked hard in the stone field for all the day. They had a crying need to augment their 

earnings for living but finding no other means most of the parents sent their children to 

the stone field. Hence, due to extreme poverty the children had to do this work from the 

very beginning. The average monthly income of the children was around Rs. 400/-. They 

provided their total earnings to their family. The children were not satisfied with this 

work and they opined that if they get better opportunity then they shall leave this job. 

They had to struggle against poverty in order to accumulate a fold of rice twice in a day. 

They used to wake up very early in the morning with the ray of sunup and after having 

little breakfast they went to the stone field and returned home in the evening when the 

work was over for the day. After resettlement their prime need was to have a strong 

economic backbone but the present stone crushing occupation could not provide the 

concerned security to them. A strong competition in economic field, struggle for survival 

and an anxiety for future were found among them. Another surprising matter was that in 

working field most of the parents behaved like employers with their children that was a 

bad treatment for a child. The relationship between parents and children was mostly 

based on economic performance. Ultimately the children were affected badly and they 

were robbed off their childhood. 

Educational Profile 

Education is the customary means of imparting the culture of a group. The educational 

process is the agency through which he acquires the greater part of his adjustive 

behaviour. 

"As we teach a child, so he learns" 

In the educational process the individual is taught to behave in conformity to group 

customs and is discouraged from behaviour which violets such custom. Therefore, 
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education transmits the culture through successive generations. Formal education, in turn 

is either tutorial or institutionalised in the form of schools (institution for teaching 

novices) and learned societies (institution for the exchange of knowledge between 

experts), (Slotkin, 1950: 525-31). Durkheim (1922) defmed education as 'the action 

exercised by the older generations upon those who are not yet ready for social life. Its 

object is to awaken and develop in the child those physical, intellectual and moral states 

which are required of him both by his society as a whole and by the milieu for which he 

is specially destined'. Education has been defmed as the art of developing and cultivating 

physica~ intellectua~ aesthetic and moral facilities of the individual with a view to 

enabling him to respond positively to demands and responsibilities of his social being 

(Mittal, 1994: 45). Over the past fifty years, the provision of educational opportunities for 

all children has come to be recognized morally as a right of the child and a duty of the 

community. Actually, however, schools and educational advantages vary greatly with 

respect to the character and position of the community and of the child's fumily in the 

community. Lack of educational opportunity is correlated with the extent of child labour. 

Child labour is regarded as harmful to the child in that it tends to hinder continuing 

education (Lee, 1946, reprinted 1953: 23-24). Child work was a common phenomenon in 

the studied area where most of the working children came from poor economic 

background. Their parents and most of the other family members including most of the 

children were involved in stone based economy but their earnings was too little to run 

their family. Obviously it had an impact on the education of children which is discussed 

below-

Case Study 1: Sadhana Barman was a 11 years unmarried girl, belonged to Rajbanshi 

community. She was born in Bangladesh. They came here in 2006. After migration stone 

based occupation was their prime source of income but both her parents could not run 

their family on little earnings. Therefore, Sadhana was provoked by her parents to get 

involved in the stone based job. She admitted that her working involvement affected her 

studies adversely. Sadhana could not go to school every day due to her working 

involvement. They altogether could earned Rs. 2000/- per month. Due to poor earnings 

the parents could not provide her minimum educational requirements like necessary 

books, note books, pen, pencil, private tuition etc to her. Due to absent of private tuition 
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she could not finish all the home works and particularly she was very much weak in 

mathematics. Both her parents were illiterate and due to this fact she did not get any 

support and cooperation from her parents for education. As a consequence, she had a fear 

of scolding and also a fear of beating by her class teachers. Under these circumstances, 

she lost the interest in going to school. Moreover, her parents did not prefer to send her to 

school. The teachers scolded her bitterly because she had no school uniform. As a result, 

she failed in the fmal examination and ultimately dropped out when she was reading in 

class IV. She had to do work throughout the week. She worked from morning to evening. 

Generally she used to go to the stone field very early in the morning after having little 

breakfast. At the noon she came back home for having lunch and very after she took rice 

meal to the stone field for her parents and returned home in the evening. As a result, her 

school attendance was a seldom happening factor. Another mentionable matter was that 

often she went out from the class to join with her parents in the stone field. The untiring 

labour in the stone field made her body painful resulted in she could not study her 

lessons. Their dwelling house was broken and kachha type. The rainy water was falling 

on the leaky roof which damaged her books and notebooks and due to this fact she faced 

a problem of reading those books and her notebooks became disabled for writing too. 

Besides, there was no electricity in their house and due to poor light she could not read 

and write well at night. The house composed of the single little room and there was no 

sufficient space in the house for her studies. They cooked inside the room because there 

was no separate kitchen in their house. They used earthen oven or cooking pit that 

emitted huge smoke and their rooms became smoky. The smoky environment caused her 

eyes to go red and start watering and as a result, she could not read the books and also 

could not write well. Even, due to hard manual work and lack of sufficient and nutritious 

food she became very weak and as a consequence, she could not pay attention to her 

studies. Besides these, she had to assist her parents in domestic chores and due to this fact 

her study got hampered badly. Moreover, the socio-cultural systems and local 

environment hindered her education very much and as a consequence, within very early 

she started to loss the interest in education. Ultimately all the situations were 

unfavourable for her educational progress. 
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Case Study 2: Mithun Singha was a 14 years aged Rajbanshi boy. He was born at 

Islampur in the district of Uttar Dinajpur. They came here from Islampur in 2005. After 

coming here both of his parents got involved in stone based work to earn their living. But 

their earnings could not provide them a minimum support to run their family. Mithun had 

to get involved in stone based job when he was 8 years old. His two younger brothers, 

Niloy aged 10 years and Dulu aged 8 years also involved in stone based work. Mithun 

did both stone collection and truck loading activities. He had to do work for the whole 

week without any adequate rest. They altogether could earn Rs. 2800/- per month but 

they could not run their five members family on this little earnings. His parents could not 

afford to provide minimum educational requirements such as necessary books, note 

books, pen, penci~ etc. to him which affected his studies badly. Even, his parents fuiled 

to provide private tuition to him. His class teachers provided home works to him but due 

to absence of private tuition he could not complete it. He mainly faced problem in 

mathematics and english because he was very much weak in these subjects. In this regard 

he did not get any help from his parents as both the parents were iiiiterate. The parents 

did not prefer to send him to school because they had an urgent need to get a financial 

aid. As a result, he lost interest and failed in the final examination and ultimately he 

dropped out of school when he was in class IV. His eyes filled with tears while asking 

about his education. He admitted that he always tried to attend the class regularly but it 

was hardly possible because of his daylong working involvement. He reported that his 

two younger brothers had to face the same problem. Niloy was reading in class V and 

Du1u in class IV. They had no adequate books and note books and even private tuition 

too and as a result they faced serious problems in their studies. Due to absent of private 

tuition they had to go to the school without homework because they could not get many 

parts of their studies especially in mathematics and english. Even, they used to go out 

from the classes to join the work in the stone crushing field. Under these circumstances, 

they also began to lose the interest of going to school. Their parents never encouraged 

them to go to school. They did not get any support and cooperation from their parents for 

education. Mithun and his brother were scolded bitterly and often beaten up by their 

parents if they were absent in work or raised their eyes from work. They used to get up 

very early in the morning and after morning fresh and having little breakfast with tea and 
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pup rice they went to the stone field. They crossed the lunch period taking rice with 

pulses and little amount of vegetable curry. Even the work was often continued after 

evening too. They could eat rice meal not more than twice a day and it was very poor 

nutritious as their parents could not afford to feed them fish, egg, meat, milk, fruits and 

other health drinks. Even, their parents could not feed them to the fill and often they had 

to starve. Due to hard manual work and lack of sufficient and nutritious food they became 

weak and as a result they could not pay attention to their studies. Due to poor health they 

did not get any interest to study the lesson. They lived in kachha and broken house of a 

little room. The rainy water entered the room through cracked walls and leaky roof which 

made their books and note books disable for reading and writing. However, they could 

not enjoy the electricity at home and due to this fact they could not read and write 

properly at night. All the family members had to live altogether in single little room and 

as a result of which, they could not pay attention to their studies. They cooked food inside 

the room using earthen oven that made their room smoky and they could not read the 

books and also could not write well because the smoky enviromnent made their eyes red 

and started watering. Besides these, the social enviromnent like inter familial and intra 

familial conflict, alcoholism of father, gambling etc. affected their educational 

atmosphere at home badly. 

Case Study 3: Alodini Barman was a 14 years umnarried girl belonged to Rajbanshi 

community. She was born in Bangladesh. They came here in 2008. After migration the 

stone based job was the only way of making their living and both her parents were the 

only bread earner of the family but their earnings could not fulfill their basic necessary 

requirements for living. As a result, Alodini was provoked by her parents tci get involved 

in the stone based occupation. She had three sisters and a brother who were younger to 

her. They were Maloti aged 12 years, Mukti aged 10 years, Nitai aged 8 years and Radha 

aged 6 years. All of them had to get involved in stone crushing work but only her very 

youngest sister, Radha. They altogether could hardly earn Rs. 3200/- per month. But this 

earnings was not enough to run their seven members family. They did several kinds of 

stone based work such as stone collection and crushing and sand gathering. The utter 

fmancial constraint and working involvement had a serious impact on their education. 

Both Alodini and Maloti dropped out of school when they were reading in class IV and 
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Mukti stopped schooling when she was in class III. Nitai was reading in class III but he 

became very irregular in school attendance. Due to poor earnings their parents could not 

afford to provide necessary educational requirements like books, note books, pen, pencil 

etc to them. Even they had no private tuition and due to this fact in many cases they could 

not understand their studies and lost interest. It was the fact that due to the illiteracy of 

parents they did not get any guidance and cooperation from their parents rather they were 

motivated by them to do the work in the stone field. They had a fear of scolding by their 

class teachers because owing to absence of private tuition they could finish their home 

works. Even they could not reply the queries of their class teachers and because of this 

fact they were scolded by their class teachers. The untiring labour in the stone field made 

their body painful resulted in they could not study their lessons. Under these 

circumstances, they lost the interest of schooling. Besides these, they had to starVe in 

many times and hardly eat meal twice in a day. Their parents could not feed them 

sufficient and proper nutritious food like fish, meat, egg, milk, fruits and other health 

drinks. They had a burning sensation in their stomach due to extreme hunger and as 

consequence they could not pay attention to their studies. Even, Alodini and her two 

younger sisters, Maloti and Mukti had to assist their parents in domestic chores as well 

and due to this fact their study got hampered. However, due to poor housing they could 

not concentrate to their studies. Their single room house was kachha type and even, due 

to little space they could hardly manage the seating place inside the room and they · 

mainly faced this problem at the time of study at home that hindered their attention to 

study the lesson. Besides these, the family atmosphere was a great hindrance in their 

study at home as owing to alcoholism, gambling, regular quarrel and chaos affected their 

concentration to the study badly and ultimately, they had to face a lot of problems in their 

studies. 

Case Study 4: Dipti Sarkar was a 12 years Rajbanshi girl. She had four younger sisters. 

Both of her parents were involved in stone based work. But they could not provide for 

such a big family. They could not find their daily food. As a result, Dipti and her next 

younger sister, Tripti aged 9 years had to contribute to their family earnings. They 

worked in the stone field with their parents. They did both stone collection and stone 

crushing work. Dipti had been working for the last five years and her sister for three 
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years in the stone crushing field. Their total monthly earnings was hardly Rs. 2600/- . 

With this little earnings they could not manage their seven members' family. Dipti 

dropped out of school when she was the student of class III and her sister, Tripti was 

reading in class IV. But they had to face many obstructions in their studies. They had not 

sufficient study materials. Even both their parents had the education up to primary level 

and therefore, they could not guide their children properly. The absence of private tuition 

created a serious problem in getting many parts of their studies and in this regard Dipti 

admitted that she really could not understand the mathematics and her sister Tripti was 

very weak both in english and mathematics. It was the fact that, ultimately Dipti lost her 

interest and failed in the final examination and even, an absence of interest was found in 

Tripti too. Their parents had been in great difficulties to give their children a full feed. 

They felt uneasiness in the stomach due to hunger. They could not pay attention to their 

studies due to feel extremely hungry. They had to do work for all the day and due to this 

busy working schedule they could hardly attend the school. In fact for the compulsion of 

hunger they had to do the work. Apart from this, Dipti and her sister Tripti had to assist 

their mother in domestic chores like washing cloth, sweeping floor, cleaning the house 

and utensils, carrying water, going to shop and so on which kept them separate from their 

studies. They were very much displeased with their family atmosphere. The regular 

chaos and conflict in the family made them upset as they could not pay attention to their 

studies. They had no separate room for studies and ultimately their education got 

hampered badly. However, there were many obstacle factors besides working 

involvement resulted in their poor educational status. 

Case Study 5: Pinku Barman a 10 years old boy belonged to Rajbanshi community. He 

was born in Fatapukur of Jalpaiguri district in West Bengal. He had a younger brother, 

Rintu, a 6 years old boy. Their total family members were four. After coming here both 

his parents were involved in stone based occupation for eking out a living but their 

earnings was not enough to meet the needs of daily livelihood requirements. To run the 

family parents motivated Pinku to do the stone based work. Pinku had been working for 

last three years. He did both stone collection and stone crushing work throughout the day. 

He was reading in class IV and due to heavy work load he could hardly manage the time 

to maintain regular schooling. Even, he used to go out from the classes to join the work in 
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the stone crushing field. He had no private tuition and also had not adequate books and 

note books. He had a fear of scolding by his class teachers as due to absence of private 

tuition he had to attend his classes with incomplete homework. He admitted that during 

english class he could get nothing and he had a fear in mathematics too. It was the fuct 

that owing to illiteracy both the parents could not understand his studies. Due to this fact 

he lost his interest and failed in the examination. Besides working involvement, he had to 

assist his parents in domestic chores and he could not concentrate to his study because at 

the moment in time often his mother ordered him to go to the shop. However, his parents 

could not feed him to the fill and often he had to starve. He worked in hungry in the stone 

field. Owing to hard manual work in extreme hungry he became weak. Due to poor 

health and agony of hunger he could no pay attention to his study and lost interest. Their 

dwelling house was broken and kachha type. The rainy water was falling on the leaky 

roof and damaged his study materials that got disabled for reading and even for writing 

too. There was no electricity in their house and due to poor light at night he had to fuce a 

problem of reading books. Due to lack of room they had to live in the single room and 

cooked food inside the room. They used earthen oven for cooking that emitted a lot of 

smoke and made their room smoky which caused his eyes to go red and start watering 

resulted in he could not read and write well. Again, he had to face a serious problem in 

his studies for bad fumily environment as due to regular chaos and conflict he could not 

concentrate to his studies. Moreover, the untiring labour in the stone field made his body 

painful and as a result he could not study his lessons. He had expression of pain in his 

tender eyes. 

Case Study 6: Swapna Barman was a 13 years old girl belonged to Rajbanshi 

community. She was born in Bangladesh. They came here about eight years ago i.e. in 

2004. She had two sisters, Sumita, aged I 0 years and Sandhya, aged 8 years and a 

brother, Karuna aged 6 years. Both her parents were stone crusher by profession but their 

earnings was not enough to run such a big family. Her futher was a cruel man who was a 

drunker and also a gambler but her mother could never tolerate such type of expensive 

activities. Once she had a quarrel with him and was beaten up soundly. On the very next 

day, her futher left the home forever and since then he never visited to see them and even 

he had not kept in contact with his family members. Swapna said, they do not know 
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where he is? Under this circumstance, Swapna and her younger sister Sumita had to take 

the responsibility of economic burden of the family. They had to share with their mother 

in contribution to their family earnings. They did stone collection, sand gathering and 

stone crushing work for all the day. They could not go to school as during day time they 

were very busy at work in the stone field. Their mother had not the capacity to provide 

educational materials and private tuition to them and even due to her illiteracy she could 

not guide them In fact, the untiring labour throughout the day in the stone field made 

their body painful and they could not pay attention to their studies. Even they could not 

eat to the fill and in many times they had to starve that made their stomach incapable of 

eating much. They could not concentrate to their studies due to agony of hunger. They 

had to do several domestic chores such as cleaning house and utensils, sweeping floor, 

carrying water, helping their mother in preparing meal, going to shop to bring what their 

mother needs, taking care of younger siblings and so on which kept them aloof from their 

studies. Besides these, Swapna had to take cattle to the grazing land very early in the 

morning before going to the stone field and again she had to go there in the evening to get 

them back at home. She never got a single moment to eliminate for respiration. Even 

owing to poor housing their education got hampered very much. Due to these facts 

Swapna and her sister Sumita lost interest in their studies and ultimately dropped out of 

school when they were in class Ill. Swapna was found crying her eyes out when she was 

telling facts. 

Table 7.9: Distribution of Child Workers on the basis of Educational Status and 
Educational Standard 

Sex Educational status Educational standard 
Uliterate Literate Total I-IV V-Vlll Total 

Male 18 168 186 124 44 168 
9.68 90.32 100.00 73.81 26.19 100.00 

Female 27 164 191 128 36 164 
14.14 85.86 100.00 78.05 21.95 100.00 

Total 45 332 377 252 80 332 
11.94 88.06 100.00 75.90 24.10 100.00 
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Table 7.10: Distribution of Literate Child Workers According to Status of their 
Schooling and Type of Attendance of the School Going Child Workers 

Sex Status of schooling Type of attendance 
Currently Attended Total Regular Irregular Total 
attending schooi!Dropout 

Male 113 55 168 15 98 113 
67.26 32.74 100.00 13.27 86.73 100.00 

Female 100 64 164 14 86 100 
60.98 39.02 100.00 14.00 86.00 100.00 

Total 213 119 332 29 184 213 
64.16 35.84 100.00 13.62 86.38 100.00 

The important matter that need to be mentioned in the context of their educational status 

that around 88 per cent ofworking children were literate {Table 7.9). But only around 64 

per cent of them could afford to manage the time for schooling from their busy working 

schedule {Table 7.10), and most of them (86.38%) could not able to maintain the 

regularity due to their day long hard work in the stone field {Table 7.10). Most of the 

parents thought, it was the only way for eking out a living. Some of the working children 

opined that "if we do not work, who will feed us? So, we are bound to do it". They had to 

spend most of the time in a day in stone field; as a result, they could not manage the 

adequate time for their educational purpose. In this context the data manifests that around 

43 per cent of them had to spend seven to eight hours or often more than that in a day in 

the stone field while the rest of them were not much in less work as around 40 per cent of 

them had to stay in the stone field for five to six hours in a day {Table 5.15). Even the 

surprising matter was that often they went out from the classes to join with their parents 

in the stone crushing work. Hence, the longer hour of work in a day was perhaps a great 

obstacle for them to pay adequate attention to their studies. A woeful fact was that a 

number of them often went to school but could not pay attention, concentrate and learn, 

as apart from many obstacles they were hungry too. The working involvement for 

prolong hours a day kept them separate from schooling or study at home and it may be 

cleared if we follow the quantitative data regarding their school attendance. 
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Age 
group 

5-6 

7-8 

9-10 

11-12 

13-14 

Total 

Table 7.11: Distribution of Child Workers on the basis of Dropout, Stagnation, and 
Non Enrolment 

Male Female 
Dropout Stagnation Non Nil Total Dropout Stagnation Non Nil Total 

enrolment enrolment 
- - 1 19 20 - - 3 16 19 

5.00 95.00 100.00 15.79 84.21 100.00 
2 17 1 11 31 5 22 3 11 41 
6.45 54.84 3.23 35.48 100.00 12.20 53.66 7.32 26.83 100.00 
11 23 2 6 42 18 19 5 7 49 
26.19 54.76 4.76 14.29 100.00 36.73 38.78 10.20 14.29 100.00 
15 26 3 3 47 19 15 7 1 42 
31.91 55.32 6.38 6.38 100.00 45.24 35.71 16.67 2.38 100.00 
27 7 11 1 46 22 8 9 1 40 
58.70 15.22 23.91 2.17 100.00 55.00 20.00 22.50 2.50 100.00 
55 73 18 40 186 64 64 27 36 191 
29.57 39.25 9.68 21.51 100.00 33.51 33.51 14.14 18.85 100.00 

Table 7.12: Distribution of Child Workers on the basis of Dropout Rates 

Sex Dropout rates 

Primary Secondary Total 
Male 37 18 55 

67.27 32.73 100.00 
Female 51 13 64 

79.69 20.31 100.00 

Total 88 31 119 
73.95 26.05 100.00 

The data reveals that the dropout rate and non enrolment were more among the female 

working children than the males. The mentionable matter is that besides working 

involvement, most of the female children had to help their mother in domestic chores. 

Simply they could not manage the time for their studies. Again, the tendency to drop out 

was found more in primary level of education rather than secondary level (Table 7.12). 

Many of the parents thought that the females are born to serve the family and it is their 

prime duty. Even, after marriage they have to take responsibility to do this duty. As they 

have to give their daughter in marriage, so the parents thought that the female children do 

not need to take education. Therefore, it was more important for the female children to 

practice necessary household works. Some of them were of opinion that if their daughters 

become educated then the groom's family would be benefited. It was the fact that the 
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parents had not the financial capacity to make their children suitable for getting service 

through providing proper education. 

Table 7.13: Child Workers On the basis oflnvolvement in Household Chores 

Sex Household Work 
Yes No Total 

Male 99 87 186 
53.23 46.77 100.00 

Female 154 37 191 
80.63 19.37 100.00 

Total 253 124 377 
67.11 32.89 100.00 

Besides money making job most of the working children had to assist their parents in 

domestic chores. It was imposed upon them forcefully which was an extra burden of 

work to them. In this context, the data reveals that the females were involved more than 

the males. The females were neglected and exploited more due to socio-cultural practices. 

Their parents believed that as the females will have to marry in future and have to start a 

new life in her husband's house, so they have to learn all the household works before 

their marriage. They thought that the female children do not need to be educated rather it 

is more important to be aquatinted with all the domestic works. However, the 

circumstances were not in favour of continuation their studies. Most of the parents did 

not use to prefer to send their children to school rather preferred more to involve them in 

work to get a monetary aid. A large number of child workers (83.82%) were motivated 

by their parents to get involved in stone based work at a very little age and the rest 

percentage such as 6.37 per cent, 4.51 per cent and 2.12 per cent were motivated for the 

same by the other elder members of their families, friends and neighbours respectively 

{Table 5.17). A major section of working children opined that their parents did not use to 

say anything about their absenteeism in school rather they had to be reproved sternly or 

even also beaten up soundly by their parents mainly either due to raise their eyes from 

work or absent in work. It is a pity that they had to hold a hammer (locally known as 

'gaini or matul' used to crush stones) in lieu of study books at the very beginning of their 

life. In the working field most of the parents behaved like employers with their children 

which was a bad treatment for a child instead of love and affection. In the stone field, 
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almost all the family members including children altogether had to apply a continuous 

hard physical labour for the entire day only to accumulate a fold of rice. The poverty was 

an ultimate major obstacle factor in achieving the other necessary requirements for their 

development. 

Table 7.14: Distribution of Child Workers' Fathers and Mothers on the basis of 
Educational Level 

Parents Illiterate Literate Total If Literate 
Primary Secondary Total 
education education 

Father 173 57 230 36 21 57 
75.22 24.78 100.00 63.16 36.84 100.00 

Mother 205 41 246 31 10 41 
83.33 16.67 100.00 75.61 24.39 100.00 

The data of the educational standard of parents reveals that most of the fathers and 

mothers were illiterate and it was more among the mothers (Table 7 .14). Due to illiteracy 

and lack of consciousness, most of the parents were not well aware or could not get the 

significance of education in a child's life. Generally they ignored the reality that working 

involvement deprived the children from all educational opportunities. Majority of the 

child workers were first generation learner as their parents were illiterate. They simply 

could not hope to get proper guidelines· for education from their parents. A large number 

of parents expressed their view that the involvement of children in work in lieu of study 

would be very much helpfuL Indeed, their expression made it clear that the burden of 

economic responsibility of the fumily was imposed upon the children at the very 

beginning of life that means children had to share the same with their parents and 

obviously it had a serious adverse impact on their educational life. A large number of 

parents had a conception that more children means more income. The parental illiteracy 

was an important responsible fuctor for the involvement of children in work. Ultimately 

children were exploited by their parents in many respects including education. 

Besides these, the family environment was not in favour ofthem to .grow up in a healthy 

way. A major section of their fathers (81.30%) became habituated with taking alcohol 

every day in the evening that used to make chaos in the family which was sign of bad 

family environment (Table 6.8). As a result, children could not pay attention to their 
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lesson which was a common feature in their daily life. Apart from these, the mentionable 

matter is that the social environment was also another obstruction for which their 

educational progress was affected badly. The alcoholism, gambling, intra-familial and 

inter-familial conflicts were so much pervasive among the adults which were not in 

favour of making a good educational environment for the children at home. 

A large number of child workers were not so interested to keep working in the stone 

field. It is a pity that during school time mostly they were busy with stone based activities 

such as stone collection and crushing, sand gathering and truck loading. Besides these, 

they had to get involved in household chores like preparing meal, washing clothes, 

cleaning house and utensils, carrying water, taking care of younger siblings and so on. 

Moreover, the domestication of cows was to be noticed in a number of houses which was 

an extra burden of work to the children. The cows used to be taken to the grazing land 

and often the children had to look after them while they were grazing. In the evening, the 

cows used to be brought back to their places usually either outside of the houses in 

separate cattle sheds or in parts of their own houses. In this respect, the responsibility was 

mostly imposed upon them. However, they did not get any relaxation for a moment too 

from the heavy workload that did not let them go to school or study at home. Ultimately, 

a major section of them were deprived of getting private tuition, coaching or any other 

guidelines for education primarily for the sake of extreme indigence. 

Table 7.15: Distribution of Child Worker Students on the basis of Accessibility of 

Tuition 

Sex Accessibility of tuition 
Yes No Total 

Male 22 146 168 
13.10 86.90 100.00 

Female 15 149 164 
9.15 90.85 100.00 

Total 37 295 332 
11.14 88.86 100.00 
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The data reveals that very few of the total literate working children could access the 

private tuition and it was more among the boys (Table 7 .15). But without tuition how 

they would get proper guidelines for education, which created confusion among them 

because most of them were not so satisfied with the quality of school education. Their 

irregular school attendance was also another important obstacle factor in understanding 

the lessons. The inaccessibility of tuition facilities was one of the important factors for in 

their poor educational background. Though they had a keen interest in education but the 

unfavourable circumstances simply kept separate from their will. Due to above 

mentioned unfavourable circumstances the dropout and stagnation rate were found in 

high among them. Very few of them knew that without achievement of proper formal 

education it would never be possible to get a suitable job. Their dream was mostly on 

service, business and manufacturing but nevertheless they had no way to meet their 

dreams. Basically the extreme poverty of the family as well as their heavy workload for 

the whole day both were responsible to keep separate from making fruitful their dreams. 

The educational scenario of the studied children was revealed an unpleasant condition. In 

this regard, poverty and busy working schedule affected their education badly. On an 

average they could earn Rs 2000/- per month but their little earnings could not feed them 

to the fill and even on this little earnings their parents could not provide minimum 

educational requirements such as necessary books, note books, pen, penci~ private tuition 

etc. to them. Even they had no school uniform and for this reason they were scolded 

bitterly by their teachers. Owing to absence of private tuition they could not understand 

many parts of their lesson and they mainly faced problem in english and mathematics 

because they were very much weak in these subjects. It lies in the fact that the literate and 

responsible parents can make a well plan for their children's future and also can make 

every possible attempt to keep their children safe from any harmful effect. But many of 

the studied children were first generation Ieamer and due to this fact they did not get 

proper guidance and cooperation from their parents, rather they were beaten up and 

rebuked by their parents if they were absent in work. However, due to illiteracy of 

parents and absence of private tuition the studied children could not complete their 

homework and they had a fear of scolding by their class teachers owing to incomplete 

homework. Their parents preferred to send them to work in lieu of schooling. They 
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became very irregular in school attendance as during day time they were busy with work 

in the stone field. They used to go out from the classes to join the work in the stone 

crushing field. As a result, they lost interest in education. Many of them failed in the 

examination and dropped out of school. Apart from these, due to poor income the parents 

could not feed their children to the fill and many times they had to starve. They had a 

burning sensation in their stomach due to extreme hunger. Though they could provide 

rice meal twice in a day but it was insufficient and less nutritious as eating nutritious food 

like fish, meat, egg, fruit, milk etc. was rarely possible. Due to hard manual work and less 

nutritive foods they became very weak. Owing to ill health they could not pay attention to 

their studies. They had no separate room for studies. Most of the houses were broken and 

kachha type and composed of the single room. The rainy water was falling on the leaky 

roof which damaged their study materials like books, notebooks etc. that became disable 

for reading and writing. Even, there was no electricity in their houses and owing to poor 

light they could not read and write well at night. Owing to absence of separate kitchen 

they were found to cook inside the room. For the purpose of cooking they used earthen 

oven or cooking pit that emitted a huge smoke and made their rooms smoky which 

caused their eyes to go red and start watering and due to this fact the children could not 

read the books and even could not write well too. Owing to lack of room all the family 

members had to live in the single room and due to this fact the children could not 

concentrate to their studies. The poor socio-cultural environment like alcoholism, 

gambling, regular conflict and chaos made them upset because they could not pay 

attention to their studies. Even, the untiring labour in the stone field made their body 

painful resulted in they could not study their lessons. They had to assist their parents in 

domestic chores and in this regard especially the female children were forced to do it. 

They had to do several domestic chores like washing cloth, sweeping floor, cleaning the 

house and utensils, carrying water, going to shop, taking care of younger siblings and so 

on that kept them separate from their studies. Many of the parents had a notion that the 

prime duty of every female is to serve the family because after marriage they have to do 

it. So it is more important for them to learn and practice necessary household works 

rather than schooling. They thought that if the females become educated then their 

husband would be benefitted rather than their parents. Even, few of them opined that 
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fmancially they were too weak to make their children suitable for getting service through 

providing proper education. Therefore, in the studied families the non enrohnent and 

dropout rate were more among the female than males. However, the children were very 

much displeased with their family environment. The regular chaos and conflict in the 

family made them upset as they could not pay attention to their studies. However, besides 

working involvement there were many obstacle factors resulted in their poor educational 

status. Ultimately, they had to face a lot of problems in their studies. 

The studied families mostly came from Bangladesh and very few from other districts of 

West Bengal. During independence and post independence of Bangladesh several 

communal violence and political turmoil took place and as a result the life and 

livelihoods of many of the studied families got hampered. They lost their all properties 

and became roofless, shelterless as well as resourceless. Under these circumstances, they 

were forced to come in Balasan River basin for permanent settlement and earning and yet 

it is continuing. They migrated illegally and in Bangladesh they had agricultural land 

from where they could manage necessary crops and so on. But after independence of 

Bangladesh they started to face a lot of problems to run their family as their properties 

were looted and their agricultural land were grabbed by the Muslim people of 

Bangladesh. Due to this fact both their lives and livelihood were affected badly. For 

minimum survival they migrated to Balasan River Bed. They had not own homestead 

land and they could not purchase a plot of land for making house. Therefore, fmding no 

other ways they made their houses on the Balasan River bed which was the vested land. 

The river Balasan downwards from Himalayan with natural resources to a great extent 

like sands, stones and boulders which are used for urban construction and therefore these 

have huge demand in this locality. The studied families readily accepted this stone based 

job because to do this work only the physical labour was needed. They did several types 

of stone based activities viz. stone collection, stone crushing, sand gathering, and truck 

loading. They had to do this work for all the year round ignoring the fact of burning heat 

of summer and freezing cold of winter but they were paid very little remuneration. Their 

average monthly income was very poor. Owing to this fact they failed to manage their 

living and to augment their earnings they involved their children in this work. The 

children were mainly involved in stone collection, sand gathering and stone crushing 
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activities. Very few of them did truck loading activity because it was very much hard 

labourious. They worked in the stone field for a long time. They had to wake up very 

early in the morning with the first ray of sunup and after morning fresh they went to the 

stone field and generally returned home in the evening when the work was over for the 

day. The average monthly income of the children was very poor as compare to their work 

amount. Most of the fumily members were involved in this work but their total earnings 

was too poor to ensure the necessary requirements of living like food, dress, proper 

shelter, treatment and education. It is the fact that this stone based occupation fuiled to 

provide the security of living to them They had no proper shelter and even most of their 

houses were broken too. During rainy seasons the rain water entered the room through 

leaky roof and cracked walls which various ailments and also damaged many household 

stuffs and educational materials like books, notebooks etc. there were no sufficient space 

and electricity in their houses. As a result, the children could not pay attention to their 

studies and also could not read the books well. They had no well and sufficient dress. 

Due to poor income the parents could not always provide a new dress to them and many 

of them had no school uniform too. Eve the parents could not feed them to the fill and 

many times they had to starve. They had a burning sensation in their stomach owing to 

extreme hunger but nevertheless they had to do the work hungry in stone field which 

made them weaker and as a result they could not pay attention to their studies and lost 

interest in education. The parents could not provide adequate books, note books, pen, 

pencil, private tuition etc. to them. Due to lack of private tuition they could not solve all 

the home tasks those were provided by their class teachers and especially they faced 

problem in mathematics and english. Owing to this fact they had a fear of scolding and 

beating by their class teachers. Most of the parents were illiterate and due to this fact the 

children did not get any support and cooperation from their parents for education. Due to 

daylong working involvement they became very irregular in school attendance and often 

they went out from the classes to join the work in the stone field. The continuous hard 

labour in the stone field made their body painful and owing to this fact they could not pay 

concentration to their study. Apart from this, they had to assist their parents in domestic 

chores and due to this fact their study got hampered badly. The poor socio-cultural 

environment like regular conflict and chaos, alcoholism, gambling etc. affected their 
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educational atmosphere at home badly. As a result, they lost interest in their studies and 

many of them failed in the exam and ultimately dropped out of school. Ultimately the 

daylong working involvement, poor economy and poor socio-cultural environment had a 

serious negative impact on their education. 

The forgoing discussion has made it clear that economically they were extreme poor in 

state. Their monthly earnings was too poor to run the family. The poor economic 

condition was most important factor for the involvement of children in work. It was 

known from the aforesaid discussion that so many factors such as poverty, daylong hard 

manual work, lack of study materials and absence of private tuition, poor educational 

background of parents, lack of proper guidance and cooperation, poor housing, poor 

socio-cultural enviromnent etc. were responsible for their poor state of education. It is the 

fact that the education is one of the important solutions to the problem of child 

employment. Children with no approach to education have no option but getting involved 

in work. Educational opportunities can make the children free from involvement in 

unsafe and unhygienic work and also can assist them in fmding better opportunity. It is 

said that, child is a valuable asset in society and they are the future of a nation. Therefore, 

they need special care and protection for all from their parents to grow up in a healthy 

way. But the studied children got nothing. Because their parents were in a crying need to 

get an immediate fmancial support for living and under these circumstances, the parents 

motivated their children to get involved in stone based job. A large number of parents had 

an earnest longing to give birth more children as they thought that more children means 

more earnings. But in fact, they could never understand the extra child means extra 

mouth to feed. 
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